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Our Hippocratic oath is something we all hold dearly and have all signed. It underpins our
investment philosophy, which is based on identifying quality stewards of strong franchises with
good long-term prospects. Three tenants of our oath are particularly pertinent and worthy of
deeper reflection in the context of our recent trip to China.

Hippocratic Oath: “We will not forget in our search for returns
that the primary risk faced by our clients is losing their capital”.
Our definition of risk is simple: the permanent loss of capital. One of the most shocking ways of
losing capital is when ownership is taken without proper compensation, either by force or stealth.
The majestic buildings on the Huangpu River in Shanghai serve as a good reminder of how
quickly and terribly circumstances can change. Number 12, the Bund, was designed by British
architects to be ‘the best bank in the world’ in the 1920s. This magnificent building was the
headquarters of HSBC in Shanghai before it had to be handed over to the municipal communist
government in 1956. Further along the road, the Keswick family lost control of number 27 on two
occasions, first to the Japanese and then to the Chinese government in 1954.1
At this time Great Britain was one of the most significant investors in China, four times larger
than the USA, and had the most to lose from nationalisation. The then British Chamber of
Commerce (chaired by J. Keswick in Shanghai - possibly slightly biased!) estimated British
investment amounted to £1 billion pounds in Shanghai alone. Another large loser was Shell.
According to The Story of Shell in China, the company was the largest foreign operator of filling
stations in Shanghai and employed some 2,600 Chinese staff.2 However, we are told “over the
years 1951-53 Shell relinquished most of its depots, residences and service stations in the Republic
to the government, together with various quantities of oil and chemicals”.3 Not only were assets
under threat of confiscation but income was reduced by insidious expense inflation after the
government linked Chinese wages at British firms to the price of rice, which was in chronically
short supply. It was a difficult time for foreign investors and what made matters worse was the
absence of recourse in the law courts to claim compensation.
Turning eastwards, the ever-developing skyline of the Pudong is an impressive sight. On this trip
we could actually see the futuristic skyscrapers set against a clear blue sky, rather than noxious
clouds which have obscured the buildings in previous years. It is easy to get carried away with
the sheer scale of the vista. It is intended that way! This special economic zone was the brainchild
of the indomitable politician Zhu Rongji who wanted to inspire confidence in domestic and
foreign investors after much social disquiet. This worked; the skyline is now one of most
photographed in the world and has come to symbolise a bold future with wealth creation a
plenty, although not for everyone.
Less impressed by this view are the farmers and families who were encouraged, with scant
compensation, to vacate their homes and livelihood to make way for construction. Author
Zhaohui Hong calculated these farmers received only one third of the value of the land with the
remainder benefitting the public coffers.4 A study by the World Bank estimated that local
1 Keswick, M. The Thistle and the Jade.
2 The Story of Shell in China, p18.
3 The Story of Shell in China, p18.
4 Zhaohui Hong, The Price of China’s Economic Development: Power, Capital and Poverty, p124.

The extremely popular internet giants (Alibaba, Tencent and Baidu) and the legal structures on
which they rely are a case in point. These structures are known as variable interest entities (VIE),
an American creation, made famous by Enron in 2001. In the case of China they are used to
circumvent restrictions on foreign investment in certain key industries, such as steel and media. It
is a complicated arrangement as it permits two different parties (the Chinese regulators and
foreign investors) to claim ownership of the same operating assets. Each VIE is different but the
common feature is that investors can only buy shares in a listed company with no actual
ownership of sometimes the most valuable assets, gaining only a promissory note of entitlement.
Instead, investors are asked to rely on a legal agreement that entitles the ‘listco’6 to a share of the
profits from the separate company. Using the prospectus of JD.Com as an example, investors are
clearly warned that the government could confiscate income or force interests to be relinquished
if it is deemed that regulations, or the interpretation of existing regulations, is changed. It is
worth pondering how companies incorporating such risks could be allowed to list in the US but
the SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission) cannot ban offerings for being too risky or even
potentially illegal, all they can do is require full disclosure of the risks. With such warnings in
writing, it would be extremely difficult to protect investor’s rights should anything untoward
unfold.
These risks have arisen in China not just in the early decades of communist rule, but recently. In
2008, the Agria Corporation lost control of a Chinese subsidiary to a discontented executive. The
asset was only returned to the company when the executive received additional compensation.
Another example is the disappearance of Alipay, much to the chagrin of minority investors,
Yahoo and Softbank, to a company owned by the founder Jack Ma. More recently, shareholders
of RenRen (a social media network) alleged in an open letter that the founders were attempting to
“enrich themselves to the detriment of all other shareholders”.7 In this case governance was
tested, animosity lingers and the share price has fallen 75% from its all-time high. One further
governance concern is an iniquitous8 number of votes, attached to different classes of shares,
which is common among these companies. In the case of JD.Com, foreign investors need to be
completely confident of their alignment with the founder as he controls twenty times more voting
power should any disagreement occur. While these arrangements have so far been honoured,
they are ripe for abuse and give no guarantee that they will stand the test of time or any political
change.
We are particularly nervous about Emerging Market billionaires who become politically
connected and advantaged. Political connections can provide tailwinds but we find it very
difficult to predict, as and when, such winds may alter course. At present, media in China is
mostly closed to foreign competition but should the increasingly powerful Chairman of
everything, Xi Jinping, feel threatened, or simply so inclined, circumstance could quickly change.
We remember too well what happened to the share price of Russian company Yukos when its
CEO fell out of political favour. He who giveth can taketh away! In addition to politicians, society
provides a license to operate which, as in the case with Facebook, can be harmed if it is deemed to
be overly intrusive or misused. Despite such apparent risks, Chinese internet companies have
proven to be extremely popular. In 2017 they doubled in value and are collectively worth more
than US$1trillion in market capitalisation. Their substance is poor but their form is good with
strong operating and share price momentum. For many investors this presents interesting
behavioural challenges. At Stewart Investors we are shielded from these by strict adherence to
another tenant of our Hippocratic Oath.
5 Kroeber, Arthur. China’s Economy – What Everyone Needs to Know, p36.
6 A company formed to be floated on the stock exchange.
7 Small, Romero. Open Letter to Renren Special Committee, Board of Directors and all Renren
Shareholders from private investors. Cision, PR Newswire. https://www.prnewswire.com/
news-releases/open-letter-to-renren-special-committee-board-of-directors-and-all-renrenshareholders-from-private-investors-300149119.html
8 When something is grossly unfair or morally wrong.
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governments expropriated around US$320 billion worth of land from farmers between 1990 and
2010.5 The common thread is a continued disrespect for ‘property rights’. It is with this in mind
that we are especially vigilant to study the substance rather than just the form of each possible
investment in China.

Hippocratic Oath: “We will not succumb to irrational exuberance
in good times, nor to unjustified gloom in bad times”.

Other anecdotes of irrational exuberance include placings by large founding shareholders;
standing room only in investor meetings; investors willing to pay four times more to meet an
internet company than other types of company; new jargon to explain new paradigms; the
cult-like popularity and media obsession of the CEOs; multiple, previously disinterested people,
becoming experts on investment; pained looks of sympathy from friendly competitors and clients
accompanied with the questions “why don’t you just buy those companies?” The subtext here is
‘you are just not getting it, it is different this time so buy it and move on’, or “why don’t you
neutralise the risk?” The last comment reveals a fundamental difference in the definition of risk
which is not, in our minds, the deviation from a comparative index or the fear of losing out! Put
simply we consider there to be a risk of capital loss should we invest with these stewards. Such a
capitulation would be against our investment philosophy and is prevented by our Hippocratic
Oath.

Hippocratic Oath: “We will strive to achieve, through hard work,
sober analysis and sound judgement, the best risk-adjusted
returns possible for our clients”.
Most enterprise debt is from state-owned enterprises (SOEs)

(Source - OECD Economic Surveys - China - March 2017. http://www.oecd.org/economy/
surveys/china-2017-OECD-economic-survey-overview.pdf)
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There are a number of signs pointing to irrational exuberance in the Chinese internet sector.
While they are evident and intensifying, such pointers provide no precision on timing - irrational
exuberance can persist for quite some time. Nonetheless, it is worth reminding ourselves of some
of the more obvious evidence. Today, 96% of the recommendations by analysts on Alibaba are
positive, outperform or buy. The remaining 4% are restricted or prohibited from giving advice,
likely because of conflicted bankers. There are fifty enthusiastic analysts writing about Alibaba
as opposed to only six covering unfashionable Swire Pacific - owners of some of the oldest, most
recognisable brands and properties in Asia.
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The HNA Group illustrates that it is not always easy to identify the ultimate owner of the assets
but one quick clue - albeit crude - is provided by the balance sheet, with high debt ratios often
suggesting some sort of government backstop. This so called ‘implicit guarantee’ can lead to
extremely fragile balance sheets and is an indication of absent owners and poor stewardship.
This is not to imply that all companies with net cash balance sheets are unrelated to the
government and therefore quality: China Mobile is a case in point. The largest telecom operator
currently has approximately US$72bn of cash on the balance sheet which should provide stability
in time of stress. However, a history of peculiar capital allocation combined with high state
ownership control means there is high risk this cash could be deployed unwisely. We prefer to
find companies that fly somewhere below the government’s radar – where there is no need or
desire for the state to take interest.
In the second half of our trip we travelled round the southern province of Guangdong to meet a
handful of high quality companies we know and would like to partner with in the future. A
simple condiment manufacturer provides a good example of the type of company we met. Here
there is a history of strong stewardship over a fully-owned, desirable brand which is gaining
popularity and market share. This is reflected in high employee ownership and attractive,
financial characteristics: a high cash margin9 and a low requirement for working capital.10 These
combined with conservative brand accounting11 produces an attractively robust balance sheet
- tangible assets predominantly financed by equity.12 The company also boasts a long and
predictable runway from the launch of new but related products, industry consolidation and
export growth. Some of these financial metrics are notably similar (except for conservative
accounting) to those of the internet companies but it is the presence of careful owners combined
with clear legal structures and politically agnostic products that are importantly different.
At Stewart Investors we follow our Hippocratic Oath which keeps us true to an investment
philosophy which has remained unchanged for almost three decades. This has led us towards
companies like the condiment manufacturer, where we are aligned with the founders, and away
from lower quality companies, that are frequently large and often politically connected. The
usual performance outcome has been to trail rapidly rising markets while preserving capital
during falling markets. This can lead to an unnerving deviation from any comparative
benchmark especially when investors are very exuberant as they have been for some time now.
However, over previous cycles our focus on the avoidance of capital loss has provided a superior
result. We are confident that this philosophy will hold true now as in the past and we will
continue to invest in quality companies with substance rather than being beguiled by companies
which are fashionable.

9 A high cash margin indicates a company is generating a high amount of cash.
10 Capital of a business used in day-to-day operations. The business current assets minus the
current liabilities.
11 Cautious of adding brands to a balance sheet.
12 The raising of capital through the selling of shares in a company.
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There are approximately 3,000 listed companies in China. Here, as with every other market in
the world, we feel no compulsion to cover them all. We do not start with a list of companies.
Instead, we start with a blank sheet of paper and seek to entrust client money to those companies
we believe are best positioned to deliver attractive long-term risk-adjusted returns. We spend
more time worrying about what could go wrong with our investments than trying to predict
what may go right. This almost immediately precludes companies that are influenced by the
state, either by ownership or policy, or both.

Important Information

This document is confidential and must not be copied, reproduced, circulated or transmitted, in
whole or in part, and in any form or by any means without our prior written consent. The
information contained within this document has been obtained from sources that we believe to
be reliable and accurate at the time of issue but no representation or warranty, express or implied,
is made as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information. We do not accept any
liability for any loss arising whether directly or indirectly from any use of this document.
References to “we” or “us” are references to Stewart Investors. Stewart Investors is a trading
name of First Sentier Investors (UK) Funds Limited, First Sentier Investors International IM
Limited and First Sentier Investors (Ireland) Limited. First Sentier Investors entities referred to in
this document are part of First Sentier Investors, a member of MUFG, a global financial group.
First Sentier Investors includes a number of entities in different jurisdictions. MUFG and its
subsidiaries do not guarantee the performance of any investment or entity referred to in this
document or the repayment of capital. Any investments referred to are not deposits or other
liabilities of MUFG or its subsidiaries, and are subject to investment risk including loss of income
and capital invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.
Reference to specific securities (if any) is included for the purpose of illustration only and should
not be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell. Reference to the names of any company is
merely to explain the investment strategy and should not be construed as investment advice or a
recommendation to invest in any of those companies.
Hong Kong and Singapore
In Hong Kong, this document is issued by First Sentier Investors (Hong Kong) Limited and has
not been reviewed by the Securities & Futures Commission in Hong Kong. In Singapore, this
document is issued by First Sentier Investors (Singapore) whose company registration number is
196900420D. This advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority
of Singapore. Stewart Investors is a business name of First Sentier Investors (Hong Kong) Limited.
Stewart Investors (registration number 53310114W) is a business division of First Sentier Investors
(Singapore).
Australia
In Australia, this document is issued by First Sentier Investors (Australia) IM Limited AFSL
289017 ABN 89 114 194 311 (FSI AIM). Stewart Investors is a trading name of FSI AIM.
United Kingdom
This document is not a financial promotion. In the United Kingdom, this document is issued by
First Sentier Investors (UK) Funds Limited which is authorised and regulated in the UK by the
Financial Conduct Authority (registration number 143359). Registered office: Finsbury Circus
House, 15 Finsbury Circus, London, EC2M 7EB, number 2294743.
European Economic Area (“EEA”)
In the EEA, this document is issued by First Sentier Investors (Ireland) Limited which is
authorised and regulated in Ireland by the Central Bank of Ireland (registered number C182306)
in connection with the activity of receiving and transmitting orders. Registered office: 70 Sir John
Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland, number 629188.
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This document has been prepared for general information purposes only and is intended to
provide a summary of the subject matter covered. It does not purport to be comprehensive or to
give advice. The views expressed are the views of the writer at the time of issue and may change
over time. This is not an offer document, and does not constitute an offer, invitation, investment
recommendation or inducement to distribute or purchase securities, shares, units or other
interests or to enter into an investment agreement. No person should rely on the content and/or
act on the basis of any matter contained in this document.

In the Middle East, this material is communicated by First Sentier Investors (Singapore).
Kuwait
If in doubt, you are recommended to consult a party licensed by the Capital Markets Authority
(“CMA”) pursuant to Law No. 7/2010 and the Executive Regulations to give you the
appropriate advice. Neither this document nor any of the information contained herein is
intended to and shall not lead to the conclusion of any contract whatsoever within Kuwait.
UAE - Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC)
Within the DIFC this material is directed solely at Professional Clients as defined by the DFSA’s
COB Rulebook.
UAE (ex-DIFC)
By having requested this document and / or by not deleting this email and attachment, you
warrant and represent that you qualify under the exemptions contained in Article 2 of the
Emirates Securities and Commodities Authority Board Resolution No 37 of 2012, as amended
by decision No 13 of 2012 (the “Mutual Fund Regulations”). By receiving this material you
acknowledge and confirm that you fall within one or more of the exemptions contained in
Article 2 of the Mutual Fund Regulations.
United States of America
In the United States, this document is issued by First Sentier Investors International IM
Limited, as SEC registered investment adviser. Stewart Investors is the trading name of First
Sentier Investors International IM Limited. This material is solely for the attention of
institutional, professional, qualified or sophisticated investors and distributors who qualify as
qualified purchasers under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (hereafter the “1940 Act”), as
accredited investors under Rule 501 of SEC Regulation D under the US Securities Act of 1933
(“1933 Act), and as qualified eligible persons as defined under CFTC Regulation 4.7. It is not to
be distributed to the general public, private customers or retail investors.
Other jurisdictions
In other jurisdictions where this document may lawfully be issued, this document is issued by
First Sentier Investors International IM Limited which is authorised and regulated in the UK
by the Financial Conduct Authority (registration number 122512). Registered office 23 St.
Andrew Square, Edinburgh, EH2 1BB number SC079063.
Copyright © (2021) Stewart Investors
All rights reserved.
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Middle East
In certain jurisdictions the distribution of this material may be restricted. The recipient is
required to inform themselves about any such restrictions and observe them. By having
requested this document and by not deleting this email and attachment, you warrant and
represent that you qualify under any applicable financial promotion rules that may be
applicable to you to receive and consider this document, failing which you should return and
delete this e-mail and all attachments pertaining thereto.
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